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Introducing SoftPlan Architectural Design Software.
For those new to design software here are some items about SoftPlan.
What Is SoftPlan?
SoftPlan is a computer aided design (CAD) program developed specifically to automate the design and presentation
of residential and light commercial construction projects.
Why is SoftPlan Easy to use?
Unlike all purpose CAD programs, SoftPlan was written with a specific task in mind. Therefore you do not need to
learn a whole new language to effectively use it.
The tools in SoftPlan are everyday building related terms, like walls, doors windows and flooring etc.

“Anyone can use SoftPlan”
You’ll start by designing the floor plan, just pick the wall type from the supplied
(customisable list) and sketch the shape of the building. Click to start, click to finish
and click the exterior side.
Using the running tape measure, to approximate wall lengths.
Once the shape of the plan is completed walls can be moved or dimensions edited
to produce an accurate plan. This is called “Sketch and Edit”

Walls drawn on the floor plan are a complete assembly, constructed as they are in the real world, with studs, plates,
plaster, insulation and cladding etc.
These walls are a 2D and 3D object, so will be seen in a 3D view and materials counted.
Dimensioning can be automatic or semi - automatic where moving between two items will display
the dimension. This dimension can then be edited to the desired value, moving the associated
item.
Adding openings simply by selecting the opening from the extensive library and clicking on the
wall and the opening will be placed. As with the walls the opening can be moved and edited for
size, style and many other options.
A Floor System, consisting of joists, bearers and sheet flooring or slab design can be added either
by tracing the shape or using auto-trace to fill the area bounded by the external walls.

Auto Roof will place a hip style roof on almost any shape of building. Once the roof has been
placed simple editing of each roof edge allows the selection of Gable, Dutch Gable, Double Hip etc.
At any stage of the drawing process elevations, sections, 3D Images and material lists can be produced
automatically. These views are automatically updated as changes are made to the floor plan.
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SoftPlan ties it all together, so when changes are made to the plan, the other views, elevations, sections and 3D
dimensional images along with the material list are all automatically updated to reflect the changes.
This update of drawings, even when the final print sheets have been created is a great time saver.
Consider you have a brief for a design, so you draw up what you feel the client wants. Then as time goes by the client
introduces changes that would normally involve a redraw. Not so with SoftPlan, as the linking of annotated
elevations and sections automatically update the print sheets. Just make the alterations and all views will be
updated.

Plan Sets

Plan Sets (the print sheets) are a simple drag and drop drawings onto the page for printing.
The advantage of Plan Sets are many, with automatic links to the Project Information so clients details only need to
be entered once and are placed on each page as they are created.
Plan Sets provide the ability to export to PDF so plans can be taken to printing services.
Other Plan Set features include the ability to crop a section of a plan eg, the kitchen and enlarge to display finer
detail. Display the plan in any of the modes, eg, Roof, Framing, Floor System etc.

Draftsman to Client

communication:
Probably one of the most important aspects of the design process.
With the use of SoftPlan reView, drawings, 3D models and images can be sent to non SoftPlan users.
Consider the drawing is under a sheet of glass, basic line shapes and notes can be placed on the glass. Then the
drawing can be returned to the designer, opened in SoftPlan and changes made accordingly.
Anybody involved with the Project can use the free viewer for Android, IOS and PC to view and markup drawings.

Material Lists

As SoftPlan objects are created to represent real world equivalents, materials, sizes and pricing can be calculated.
SoftList is supplied in a functional format that will generate a material list from drawn plans.
Being customisable further items can be added or removed and prices adjusted.
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Site Terrain and Shadow Study

Site mode allows the entry of site coordinates for the property and setting the direction of North. Then using 3D
accurate sun shadow 3Ds are automatically produced for any time and location.

One Drawing Many Modes

When designing a building there are many areas, like flooring, roof, walls etc. SoftPlan has
modes for each of these areas, guiding you through the design process without complicating the
work sheet with too many components.
An example of this when switching to roof mode only the load bearing walls are displayed
allowing you to place the roof as required. Floor System Mode only displays the walls and
flooring members. By using these modes a single drawing can be used from the floor to the roof,
this concept ensures consistency through the designing process.
Although SoftPlan has many automatic tools, like Auto-Roof, Auto-Trace Floor System, you still
have complete control of the results. Simple editing to change material, size, position and colour
as required.
The concept behind SoftPlan has always been to use the computer for the complex tasks and
leave the user to design what is needed.
SoftPlan is supplied setup ready to produce drawings on day one.
Includes: (all libraries items can be edited or added to)
Over 100 Walls definitions (wall types can be edited or added)
Over 100 Beams definitions (beams can be edited or added)
Predefined and customisable, plus add you own libraries for:
100s of openings including brand names.
Stairs, Posts, Cabinets, Electrical, Paint Patterns, 3D texture (colours), Notes and Labels.
1000s of Symbols for furniture, landscape, kitchen, bathroom etc.
Specific tools for:
Kitchen cabinets and layouts. Predefined and custom cabinets.
Decking tools, just trace the shape and a deck will be drawn.
Railing libraries for stairs and decking.
Post libraries including structural channels etc.
Electrical libraries with light fitting and fans.
Paint patterns includes Architectural patterns.
Bathroom cabinets and plumbing symbols.
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Realistic 3D

As you draw in 2D the 3D is being automatically created. With this release, SoftPlan integrates many new upgrades
to its 3D generation capabilities. Incorporating powerful path tracing, the DX 12 renderer is a technological leap to
unparalleled performance and realism. The combination of physically based rendering and real-time ray tracing
allows SoftPlan to perform lighting calculations that mimic natural light flow and shadows that result in spectacularly
detailed 3D images.
This image was generated in real-time (instantly) on a DirectX 12 video card.

SoftPlan+ Cloud Services.
Apart for giving access to thousands of additional symbols and textures, SoftPlan+ has drawing sharing. Eg, you can
share a project with another SoftPlan user. This feature can be used when working on a say laptop and a desktop. A
Project created on the desktop in the office will appear on the SoftPlan start screen on the laptop and work can
continue.
*SoftPlan + is provided free to current version users.
*SoftPlan+ requires an Internet connection to function.
SoftPlan Online Demonstration.
All you will need is a computer and an Internet connection and you will be on your way to a first hand tour of
SoftPlan Architectural Design Software.
Through your demo, you will learn how SoftPlan allows you to create floor plans, elevations, cross-sections, 3D
renderings, material lists, and more, with speed, accuracy and ease. On top of this, you will be able to ask your
SoftPlan Demonstrator any questions you may have about the program and its capabilities.
Simply call (02) 4657 1874 or e-mail sales@cadbuild.com.au to arrange for a SoftPlan representative to walk you
through a demonstration.
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SoftPlan 2022 Price List
Purchase Outright or by Subscription

Subscription Pricing
Get the full SoftPlan with SoftList, reView and SoftPlan+ for just $180 / month.
An ideal method for those needing the full power of SoftPlan with very little outlay.
Subscription always gives you the latest verison with access to all modules and the SoftPlan+ cloud services.
Subscriptions available in Australia and must be paid by credit card.

SoftPlan Remodel 2020

Note: Remodel will remain at Version 2020 until the first quarter of 2022.
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